Year 9 Homework

Autumn Term 2
20 minutes reading daily; weekly spellings
task and written task given by English
teacher
10 minutes learning times tables and
number bonds daily; weekly written task
given by Maths teacher
Key words learnt weekly; written task
given by Science teacher
C Create a fact file about any disease that
has impacted upon the world’s
population
Produce an information poster to
educate people about how to prevent
themselves catching malaria.
Research the World Health Organisation
(WHO) and write a short report
explaining about the work they do.

Year 9 Homework

Autumn Term 2
Create a leaflet campaigning for women’s
rights to vote.
Research a modern example of sexism or
gender inequality in Britain.
Write a diary entry from the point of view
of a WWI soldier fighting in the trenches.

Tasks chosen
due in on
Friday
November 9,
Friday
November 23
& Friday
December 7

Write your own WWI poem talking about
the horrors of trench warfare – research
the work of poets such as Wilfred Owen
and Siegfried Sassoon to help you.
Write a report about Manfred von
Richthofen – “The Red Barron” –
remember to include pictures.
Research and write a report on WWI
tanks, planes or warships including
pictures.

Year 9 Homework

Autumn Term 2
Create a piece of art work which
represents what you see as your purpose
in life. It should show your goals and
ambitions and what guides you. Be
creative, think about colour, shape,
images, words, use of 3D…
Write a short summary of three Spanish
or Hispanic films (you can write the
summary in English or Spanish). If you
need suggestions there is a list in room 5.
Extension – watch at least one of the
films.
Create a game/word search on the topic
of music/film/books in Spanish.
Rehearse your presentation ready for the
final week of term. Get a parent/guardian
signature to confirm or record yourself on
your phone and see your teacher for
some notes for improvement.
Complete tasks set on Google Classroom
Complete tasks set on Google Classroom

